ONESearch databases

ONESearch includes many of the research databases available through the library, including:

1. Washington College Library Catalog
2. Academic Search Complete
3. AccessScience
4. ACLS Humanities E-Book
5. America: History & Life
6. Art Abstracts
7. ARTstor Digital Library
8. BioOne Online Journals
9. Business Source Complete
10. Choice Reviews Online
11. Credo Reference
12. Digital Access to Scholarship at Harvard (DASH)
14. EconLit
15. Education Full Text
16. eHRAF Archaeology
17. eHRAF World Cultures
18. Environment Complete
19. ERIC
20. Government Printing Office Catalog
21. GreenFILE
22. Grove Art Online
23. Grove Music Online
24. Health Source - Consumer Edition
25. Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition
26. Historical Abstracts
27. Hoover's Company Profiles
28. Humanities & Social Sciences Index Retrospective: 1907-1984
29. JSTOR Journals
30. LexisNexis Academic: Law Reviews
31. LexisNexis U.S. Serial Set Digital Collection
32. Life Magazine Archive
33. Marquis Biographies Online
34. MEDLINE
35. Mental Measurements Yearbook with Tests in Print
36. Military & Government Collection
37. MLA International Bibliography
38. Naxos Music Library
39. Naxos Music Library Jazz
42. New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics
   Online
43. OAPEN Library
44. OECD iLibrary
45. Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
46. Oxford Reference
47. Philosopher's Index
48. Primary Search
49. Project MUSE
50. PsycARTICLES
51. PsycINFO
52. Readers' Guide Full Text Mega
53. Research Starters
54. ScienceDirect
55. Teacher Reference Center
56. Women Writers Online
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